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History
• The Industry Council on ESD Target Levels was initiated in May 2006
• Today the Council consists of 57 active contributing member companies
and 20 key expert industry advisers worldwide
• The original mission was to bring realistic changes to ESD target levels for
component qualification requirements in order to facilitate advanced
circuit performance as well as achieve reduction in time-to-market while
preserving safe ESD reliability during manufacturing
• The mission has now expanded to:
•
•

System level ESD harmonization methods, design, and testing
Understanding root causes of Electrical Overstress (EOS) and methods for
mitigation of EOS for components and systems
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Achievements to Date
• Working through Standards Bodies like JEDEC the Council has
recommended new realistic, but safe, component ESD target levels
 Endorsed by the ESD Association, Sematech, and JEITA
 Published JEDEC documents (JEP155 and JEP157) recommending realistic
Component Level ESD targets
 Published JEDEC documents (JEP161 and JEP162) for understanding and
designing for System Level ESD
 Published JEDEC document JEP172 for discontinuing the use of machine model
device qualification
 Introduced the concept of system efficient ESD design (SEED) and defined
simulation and modeling methods to implement SEED
 Educating customers and suppliers on harmonized approaches for ESD and EOS
 Developed learning materials placed on JEDEC web site (Technology Focus Page)
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Motivation for Extended Study on EOS

Common EOS
Definition,
Root Cause
Identification

• More efficient communication based on
unified definition of EOS across industry
• Efficient resolution of root causes
• Safe manufacturing
• Maximum performance exploitation
• Accelerated time-to-market
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WP4 Problem Statement and Purpose
• Problem Statement:

• Electrical Overstress (EOS) has been a leading cause of failures for
semiconductor devices during applications and field environment

• EOS is often misunderstood to be related to ESD – although the Council’s
work has clearly established that EOS return rates do not correlate with HBM
or CDM levels
• EOS warrants a major study by the industry to explore the major causes of
EOS returns, improve communication with customers, and identify methods
to mitigate EOS failure rates

• WP4 Purpose:

• To define EOS in terms that are global and more descriptive of the
electrical and physical behavior
• Developing essentially a common global language to be used by
suppliers/customers in discussing electrical overstress

• To provide insight into the many different causes that can lead to EOS and
identify some practices for mitigating this risk
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Industry Council EOS Survey
• Conducted early 2013 as starting point for WP4
• Represents the first ever survey of EOS understanding across the
industry
• The Survey was created to assess the EOS viewpoint existing in
industry, including:
• Classification of EOS damage
• The rate of EOS damage
• Impacts of EOS damage

• 81 responses to the Survey were received
• Over 40 IC supplier companies in survey – including board manufactures and
system level OEMs
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Industry Council EOS Survey - Demographics

Good representation across Industry market segments
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Industry Council EOS Survey – Rate of EOS

•
•
•

Wide variation seen in the rate of EOS returns as a function of all electrical failures
Average rate of return of the 81 respondents was 30%
17 of 81 respondents reported > 50% of returns being EOS
EOS returns have a significant, negative impact on the electronic industry
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Industry Council EOS Survey - Classification

•
•
•

71 of 81 respondents classify EOS based on the failure signature
Only 35 of 81 respondents use replicating the EOS damage as a criteria for classifying EOS
75 of 81 respondents classify permanent damage as EOS

Root cause analysis is underrepresented in EOS classification
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Industry Council EOS Survey - Categorization
EOS is a difficult
event to root cause
Is communication between
supplier and customer the
challenge of “Unknown”?
•
•
•
•

Each bar (in each of the 4 sections) on the above graph represents one responder
The highest reported cause was “Misapplication” (WP4 has renamed this to “Powered Handling”)
Second highest reported cause is “Unknown”
Note: for nearly all responders, ESD (WP4 renamed to “Unpowered Handling”) and EMI (WP4 renamed to
“Switching / AC operation”) are distant 3rd/ 4th place

Better analysis and understanding of EOS is required to address “Unknown”
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Industry Council EOS Survey - Confidence

•

•

A majority of respondents were confident that EOS damage could be
correctly diagnosed
Of the higher confidence responders (70-100%), a large majority of those
responders indicated “Powered Handling” as the most common root cause
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Industry Council EOS Survey – Other key points
• Reduction of EOS damaged returns is a key focus of 85% of respondents
• Only 34% of respondents could provide information on the conditions that
caused the damage
• Addressing the root cause and/or avoiding the electrical stress were the most
effective ways to minimize EOS damage
• Most respondents provide absolute maximum ratings (AMR) in their
datasheets and agree it is important for their application
• The survey helped to establish that “Powered Handling” is one of the major
factors contributing to EOS damage based on root cause analysis from the
survey participants

True understanding of EOS and a detailed root cause analysis are of
highest importance
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Improved Understanding of EOS through WP4
Previously
• Misinterpretation due to vague use
of terms: EOS, EOS event, EOS
failure, etc.
• Infrequent and insufficient supplierto-customer and customer-tosupplier communication
• No common understanding of
responsibilities between IC supplier
and customer

By this work:
• An EOS event is clearly defined as
an exceedance of a specified
absolute maximum rating (AMR)
• A clear communication is
demanded based on accurate
definition of terms
• An EOS analysis procedure with
contributions by supplier and
customer is described
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WP4 Key Term – Electrical Overstress
EOS – Electrical Overstress
An electrical device suffers electrical overstress when a
maximum limit for either the voltage across, the current
through, or the power dissipated in the device is exceeded
and causes immediate damage or malfunction, or latent
damage resulting in an unpredictable reduction of its
lifetime.
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Relationship between Absolute Maximum
Rating (AMR) and EOS
•

•
•
•
•

A device suffers an electrical overstress event when a maximum limit for either the
voltage across, the current through, or power dissipated in the device is exceeded
This maximum limit is termed ‘Absolute Maximum Rating’ (AMR)
AMR is to be defined by the IC supplier and has to be fully acknowledged by system
design
IC supplier needs to consider process variations and dependency on ambient
parameters like temperature, humidity, etc. in the specification of AMR levels
To facilitate the test and communication of AMR aspects, standardized stress test
methods, as far as possible, should be used

In consequence:
There are no EOS failures, only EOS damage.
Devices are not designed
for out of spec operation.
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Absolute Maximum Rating – Probability of Damage
The yellow curve below shows a transition from 0% probability of damage to 100%,
and can be referred to as the damage probability curve
•

Note this transition occurs above AMR but is very dependent on the technology

•

The following slides will discuss each portion of this AMR table and it’s relation to the
damage probability curve
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Absolute Maximum Rating - Region A
Region A is the normal operating region as described in the datasheet.
•

While operating in this region, the IC should not experience any electrically induced
physical damage
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Absolute Maximum Rating - Region B
An IC is operating in Region B when it is being operated outside the normal operating
range but below the AMR
•
•

•

The device is not expected to be physically damaged but there may be functional issues
(“soft fails”) due to operation outside of the device's designed operating range
Operating the device in region B for extended periods of time may also result in reliability
issues
Operating in this region requires discussion and agreement with the supplier*

*) it is
recommended
to quantitatively
assess the
degradation in
life time based
on reliability
models provided
by the supplier
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Absolute Maximum Rating - Region C
An IC operating in Region C is above the AMR and is being subjected to EOS
•
•

When operating conditions return to region A and the IC is in a functional state, the IC will
operate normally. However, its lifetime may be severely and unpredictably degraded
While the graph below shows margin between the AMR and the yellow damage probability
curve, little or no margin may exist. The supplier determines the margin, if any, that exists
above their published AMR
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Absolute Maximum Rating - Region D
An IC operating in Region D is to the right of the yellow line and expected to suffer
permanent physical damage
•
•

When operating conditions return to region A, the IC will not recover
Because of aging effects, repeated excursions above the AMR may cause an IC to transition
from Region C to Region D, even though the operating stress condition has not changed
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WP4 Key Term – Absolute Maximum Rating (AMR)
• The system operational conditions in relation to the robustness of the IC can be
conceptualized by 4 regions in the graph below, from “Robust” to “Immediate Damage”
The AMR is represented by the
dividing line between acceptable
operating conditions and
unacceptable ones
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Absolute Maximum Rating (AMR) and
Qualification Testing
• Absolute Maximum Ratings (AMR) are NOT exclusively related to dc
stress.
• There are different AMR values related to different transients. Some of
the transients are associated with standardized stress scenario.
• Specific AMR aspects of stress testing for qualification:
•

•

In some cases, stress testing for qualification (e.g. JESD78 latch-up testing,
ESD,…) might require to exceed AMR to evaluate robustness limits. Applicable
limits are not part of the datasheet but are described in the specification of
stress testing.
ESD (HBM and CDM) qualification values might be provided in datasheets
under Absolute Maximum Ratings. They represent one of several classes of
transients and they are in no way unique in terms of EOS root cause.
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Detection of an EOS Event
• Today, an EOS event is typically classified by physical failure analysis of the
damaged part (see survey)
• Certain failure signatures of physical damage are widely associated with
"EOS" ( e.g. large area melting of metal)
• Following the definition of an EOS event discussed previously, this cannot be
concluded from failure analysis only
• There is a need to find a terminology for electrical fails which does not create
confusion with EOS and can be used for description of signatures found in
physical failure analysis
• A new term, Electrically Induced Physical Damage (EIPD), is introduced to
describe physical damage signatures due to large current , voltage or power
dissipated in the device
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WP4 Key Term: Electrically Induced Physical Damage
EIPD – Electrically Induced Physical Damage
Damage to an integrated circuit due to electrical/thermal
stress beyond the level which the materials could sustain. This
would include melting of silicon, fusing of metal interconnects,
thermal damage to package material, fusing of bond wires
and other damage caused by excess current or voltage
EIPD to be used during initial failure analysis (FA)/fault isolation
(FI) until a more comprehensive joint analysis between supplier
and customer may point to a potential EOS risk
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Examples of Electrically Induced Physical Damage

Silicon melting

Local interconnect metal
Massive Interconnect
melting
metal melting
Caveat: With this level of information it is still unclear whether an EOS
event has happened and, if so, what is the EOS root cause.
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Only at this point an
EOS damage can be
claimed

EOS Analysis Procedure
What?
Electrically induced
physical damage
(EIPD) Physical failure
analysis of damaged
part and its
documentation

How?

Why?

Failure cause Thermal,
overvoltage,
overcurrent,…?
Prove by replication.

EOS event ( =
exceeding AMR) Rating in terms of
data sheet values

Full analysis should only start once a systematic
issue or commonality is seen, single failures areIndustry Council 2016
very difficult to determine root cause

EOS root cause
Root cause and
mitigation
measures

Non-EOS related root causes for EIPD can be:
• Wear-out
28
• Early fails …..

EOS Root Causes
Fishbone diagram:
• Provides a non-exhaustive
overview of root causes
• Grouped in 3 categories
• Powered Handling
• Switching/AC Operation
• Unpowered handling

Fishbone used to identify potential root causes of EOS damage
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EOS Root Causes – Powered Handling
Typical root causes for
damage are:
• Assembly and testing
misapplications
• Hot plugging
• Violation of specifications
• Insufficiently specified
external interference
(e.g. EM radiated field)
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EOS Root Causes – Switching/AC Operation
Typical root causes for
damage are:
• Fast voltage transients

• Unprotected RF power
• Unspecified surge
currents
• Supply noise due to
insufficient filtering
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EOS Root Causes – Unpowered Handling
Typical root causes for damage are:

• Discharge due to charged people, devices,
boards, cables
• Manufacturing problems due to large
currents (e.g. due to welding)
• Handling and storage problems leading to
mechanical damage (e.g. damage of wire
insulation, loose contacts) causing
subsequent electrical damage
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3 Questions in an EOS Damage Analysis
• What has happened?
• Describe the situation at which the damage occurred and which part has
damaged.
• Complete failure analysis to identify the EIPD and determine possible causes.

• How has it happened?
• Analyze the path of the stress pulse and its electrical parameters like pulse
length, polarity, etc.
• Look to replicate the EOS event at either the supplier or customer site to better
understand the EIPD.

• Why has it happened?
• Get an understanding of how the stress aggressor, victim and protection have
interacted during the stress.

Close collaboration between IC supplier and customer is necessary
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EOS Case Study- EOS as a Result of Hot Plugging
WP4 provides 11 case studies. Below is one example of the case studies
shared.
• Problem Statement:
• Vehicle manufacturer producing identical vehicle at two different sites
• Both sites used the same airbag ECU
• Location A reported a large number of damaged ECUs while location B didn’t
have any issues

• Failure Mode
• Similar EIPD location seen on a specific ASIC within
the ECU
• Damage located at a coupling diode of the ESD
protection network related to the transceiver of the
local interconnect network (LIN) interface
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EOS Case Study- EOS as a Result of Hot Plugging
• Analysis
• Replication work started
• LIN bus terminal pin stressed by both positive and
negative voltage pulses

• The coupling diode could be damaged by positive
voltage pulses (20 μF charged cap) beyond 42 V
exceeding AMR of 36 V

43 V

42 V
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EOS Case Study- EOS as a Result of Hot Plugging
• Analysis
• Investigations at the vehicle level continued, LIN bus terminal of the damaged ECU
(ECU1) was connected to a second ECU (ECU2) in the rear of the vehicle by several
meters of wire
• Lab trials revealed that hot plugging of ECU2 created voltage peaks of > 42 V on the
LIN bus terminal of ECU1
• Voltage peaks as a result of contact bounce, late ground contact and wire inductance

• Investigation into manufacturing sites A and B revealed a significant difference in
the process
• ECU1 was installed first in both locations, but site A
connected ECU2 with a powered wiring system 
creating a hot plugging event
• Location B installed ECU2 before the wiring system
was powered up
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EOS Case Study- EOS as a Result of Hot Plugging
• Root Cause
• Connection of ECU2 created high voltage/current peaks in the LIN bus
• Depending on the angle of the connector during the plugging process, the
supply pin and other ECU pins made connection while the ground was still
open
• The result was undefined voltage/current
peaks on the LIN bus
• The inductance in the long wire length
increased the amplitudes of the voltage
pulses and resulted in the ECU1 damage
Solution: Site A was adjusted to match the process of
Site B  EOS damage disappeared also at site A
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Application of EOS Damage Analysis
1) Common understanding of customer and IC supplier about relevance of an
EOS damage is necessary
2) Single excursions or damage with insignificant relevance should not be
subjected to detailed analysis (even though they should be documented in
the data base)
3) The EOS/ESD Association is currently working on defining application field
specific categories to provide guidance for EOS damage analysis
• WG 23 is addressing best practices for dealing with EOS in a manufacturing
environment
• WG 27 is establishing a standard information flow process to reduce EOS issues in the
automotive industry
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EOS Analysis Approach - Challenge
• WP4 has an extensive chapter on the analysis approach for devices
with electrically induced physical damage
• Chapter includes an extensive description of the tools that are
available to help determine possible causes of damage to the device
• EOS damage results from a range of high power short duration to low
power long duration events, creating a wide range of damage
signatures which increase the difficulty to determine possible causes
• A key misconception: By returning a damaged unit one can always get
a “root cause” and options to prevent it
• Reality: without additional information and a willingness to work together,
possible causes may be the best outcome
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EOS Analysis Approach – Examples of Information
needed
Customer Provides:
• Handling steps and symptoms
• Schematics and board layout
• Power sequencing
• Reference functional system

Supplier Provides:
• Datasheet and operational
specifications
• Design database (layout and
schematic)
• Package layout/connections

Above is not an exhaustive list but gives some suggested items
Customer and Supplier must work together on this!
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EOS Analysis Approach – Time Effort
• The most common question – “When are we going to get there?” 

• Analysis time and effort is a function of many different factors including:
• Quality of the information available
• The degree of damage
• Tool and personnel capability of the lab
• The electrical failure signature itself
• Product and technology complexity

Considering the above factors can translate an analysis from days
to weeks
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EOS Mitigation
1) Proper understanding of AMR and realization by system customer
2) Realistic specifications of AMR based on understanding of the use
application and the subsequent impact to the IC’s design
3) Accurate determination of the location and possible causes of the damage
and finding the root cause event which created a damage
4) Sharing of learning from product returns from both manufacturing and the
field
Crucial topic: communication between supplier and customer
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Overall Message on ESD versus EOS
• Component level ESD requirements have no impact on EOS return
rates and EOS cannot be improved by increasing the demand for
higher HBM and CDM levels
• Industry Council’s data showed no correlation of EOS return rates to
HBM or CDM
• Removing any perceptions about this are critical before addressing
EOS damage returns or attempting to mitigate these effects
• Instead, there are many EOS damage scenarios that can be avoided if
the product field return causes are properly understood
Terminology:
‘EOS’ is about the amount of stress, while ‘ESD’ is one specific form of stress
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Impact of EOS for on-chip ESD Protection Structures
• EOS events are by definition excesses of current or voltage beyond
the designed-in capabilities of the semiconductor device.
• On-chip ESD protection structures are implemented to be the primary
current path, if excessive voltage and/or current appear at the IC pin
• They are designed to comply with typical component ESD pulse
energies.
Surge/Stress

EOS events may damage the onchip ESD protection structures or
the interconnect leading to them.
Industry Council 2016

Application I peak [A] Duration

CDM
component
HBM
component
IEC61000-4-2
system
ISO7537:1
system
ISO7637:5 (load dump) system
* in 1 ohm resistance

3-6
0.7
16
10
43

0.8 ns
150 ns
120 ns
2 ms
40-400 ms

typical
range of
energy*
1 - 10 nJ
100 nJ
10 µJ
100 mJ
10 -100 J
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Message Regarding Technology and Design
Technology Scaling
• Emerging technology advances will reduce breakdown voltages and
continue to shrink design windows – consequently reducing the
values for AMRs and possibly influence EOS returns
• Lowering ESD target levels with technology scaling and circuit
performance demands will have no impact on EOS return rates
• IC ESD protection design styles and implementations can have an
impact on EOS if careful adherence to AMR values is not properly
addressed upfront.
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Message Regarding Returns with EOS Damage
Product EOS Returns
• Failure analysis only provides a damage signature
• An EOS damage signature could be due to a broad list of root causes:
- hot-plugging
- ground bounces
- supply switching
- EMI transient surges
- process / product / system assembly issues
- Incorrect testing limits can lead to EOS damage being falsely
identified as qualification fails
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Message Regarding Field Events
Field and Factory Events
• Established guidelines are important to prevent EOS damage covering:
• Approach for risk analysis
• Required communication early in the product application
development cycle
• Measures to prevent charging/discharging in manufacturing lines
• ….
• Learning from field events is critical
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Summary
• Through this work the Industry Council has established a new
perspective on EOS which has until now never been fully understood
nor properly studied
• A more in-depth definition of AMR and EOS is established
• Introduction of the term EIPD, used for initial bucketing of units
exhibiting electrical damage
• The most common causes for EOS are due to powered handling
• Meeting ESD levels beyond the specification targets will not reduce
the rate of EOS returns
• The importance of communication between the IC supplier and their
customers is highlighted
Industry Council 2016
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Outlook
• If nothing is done, EOS will be an increasing threat in the application
of many future electronic systems due to increasing complexity of
electronic systems combined with aggressive IC technology scaling
• This work has provided a means in preventing EOS from becoming a
catastrophic issue in the next generation of technologies involving
even more consumer, medical, military, and automotive applications
• Only by continuous learning and sharing of experiences between IC
suppliers and their OEMs can the industry avoid future risks from EOS
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Where Can I Download WP4?
• There a multiple locations to download the document from:
• From the Industry Council website:
• http://www.esdindustrycouncil.org/ic/en/
• Select “Current Documents” on the left side

• From the ESDA website
• https://www.esda.org/
• Select “About ESD” and choose White Papers

• From the JEDEC website
• http://www.jedec.org/
• Search for Publication JEP174 from the main page
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Presentation Guide to WP4
• This presentation is intended to give an overview of WP4, the order of
the slides aligns with the more detailed discussion in WP4
• For more detailed information in WP4, as a follow up to this
presentation, refer to the following guide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Slides 8-14 – Refer to Chapter 2 (JEP174 - Clause 5)
Slides 15-26 – Refer to Chapter 3 (JEP174 - Clause 6)
Slides 27-32 – Refer to Chapter 4 (JEP174 - Clause 7)
Slides 33-36 – Refer to Chapter 5 (JEP174 - Clause 8)
Slides 37-40 – Refer to Chapter 6 (JEP174 - Clause 9)
Slides 41-46 – Refer to Chapter 7 (JEP174 - Clause 10)
Slides 47-48 – Refer to Chapter 8 (JEP174 - Clause 11)
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WP4 EOS Case Studies 1-5
11 case studies – mostly automotive. First five:
•

Incorrect ESD qualification leading to EOS
An apparent ESD failure is actually caused by curve tracing outside AMR.

•

EOS due to misapplication
Damage after ‘loss-of-ground’ test is caused by not following application guidelines.

•

EOS due to hot plugging
A particular manufacturing sequence caused incorrect biasing.

•

EOS due to intermittent battery ground connection
A bad contact led to a LU situation which in turn caused EOS.

•

EOS due to ground offset
A short in the wiring harness caused LU which led to EOS.
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WP4 EOS Case Studies 6-8
• Knock Sensor: Harness and AMR
Charge accumulated on wiring harness during manufacturing caused cable discharges
far beyond the AMR design limit.
• EMI 1 - Transient Surge
Fast transients on the supply caused damage to extremely ESD robust transistor on
input I/O.
• EMI 2 – Surge
Lack of VDD resistor in series with capacitor resulted in overcurrent damage (both
positive and negative ramp pulses) which was reproduced
Industry Council 2016
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WP4 EOS Case Studies 9-11
• Supply capacitor switching
Slow charging of VDD tester board capacitor and sudden discharge caused failures
during testing.
• Manufacturing fails on DSP
Charging of boards in production caused failures during assembly.
• Reliability Testing

Burn-in testing leads to EOS damage.
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